
We produce the unique
flavor Real Turkish Delight
of unforgettable moments,
Özdilek Lokum, for you.

One of our traditional flavors dating back to the 15th century, 

the Turkish delight started to be produced in our facilities

 in Afyonkarahisar in 1996 with the Özdilek Lokum brand.

Produced with different flavors, the traditional handiwork 

method and devotion, Özdilek Lokum meets 

its customers in Özdilek hypermarkets.

And the special boutique products prepared by the 

Özdilek Holding Food R&D unit are presented to the 

customers in Özdilek Turkish Delight stores in 

Özdilek Bursa and ÖzdilekPark İstanbul

Real 
Turkish 
Delight



Özdilek Lokum honey series, prepared with honey, which is considered as a remedy from past to 
present, have the feeling of the Ottoman court kitchen. Özdilek honey Turkish delights offer a unique 

delicacy, appealing to all tastes with hazelnut, almond and
 pistachio kadayif varieties.

Freshly produced, Özdilek Turkish delights will enrich your presentations with five various series!

HAZELNUT-DIPPED HONEY & HAZELNUT TURKISH DELIGHT
HONEY ALMOND TURKISH DELIGHT

 HONEY, PISTACHIO & KADAYIF TURKISH DELIGHT

Wits its orange and pomegranate flavored varieties, Özdilek Lokum turns the Turkish delight into a 
fresh sweet and offers a kadayif and pistachio dipped wick Turkish delight for those looking for a more 

traditional flavor. As well as the plain pistachio that offers you pistachio’s harmony with the Turkish 
delight, you can also choose the milk pistachio wick Turkish delight for its smooth and milky taste.

ORANGE PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT  |  POMEGRANATE PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT
PLAIN PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT  |  MILK PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT

KADAYIF PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT

ÖZDİLEK LOKUM HONEY SERIES

ÖZDİLEK LOKUM WICK SERIES



Classic Turkish delight series, the favorite of those who prefer simpler flavors, offer alternatives as 
rose & biscuit, lemon and mint.  Lemon and mint Turkish delights offer a fresh flavor during the hot 

summer days, whereas the rose biscuit Turkish delight takes you to a journey in time. The Rose Turkish 
delight in two biscuits embraces the longing for the past, with a nostalgic taste…

ROSE TURKISH DELIGHT FOR BISCUITS
TURKISH DELIGHT WITH LEMON 

TURKISH DELIGHT WITH MINT

ÖZDİLEK LOKUM SQUARE CLASSICS SERIES

A heavy, nutty-flavored series of Turkish delights dipped in double roasted pistachios, 
transforming our traditional sweet into a real deal...

The taste, fragrance, and color of pomegranates take the pistachios to a whole other dimension
 and make this particular series by far one of our most special….

DOUBLE ROASTED TURKISH DELIGHT WITH PISTACHIO & POMEGRANATE
DOUBLE ROASTED TURKISH DELIGHT WITH PISTACHIOS

SULTAN DOUBLE ROASTED TURKISH DELIGHT WITH PISTACHIO 
PISTACHIO TURKISH DELIGHT COVERED WITH CHOCOLATE

ÖZDİLEK LOKUM DOUBLE ROASTED SERIES



Özdilek Lokum’s sultan Turkish delight series, which has been carefully prepared to be worthy of the 
sultans, completely changes your experience about the sweet...

Özdilek Lokum Sultan series, which combines jelly-like Turkish delights with fresh dried nuts, 
is a feast for the eyes as well as to palates…

SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT WITH WALNUT  |  SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT WITH HAZELNUT 
SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT COVERED WITH CHOCOLATE  |  SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT COVERED WITH 

BITTER COUVERTURE  | SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT WITH PISTACHIO | SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT 
WITH PISTACHIO COVERED WITH THIN PISTACHIOS

One of the unique recipes of Özdilek Lokum, sultan Turkish delight with hazelnut cream covered with 
hazelnut will definitely leave its mark in palates. An unforgettable flavor experience, sultan Turkish 

delight with hazelnut cream covered with hazelnut can be your favorite Turkish delight.

Sultan kadayif Turkish Delight with cream turns into a feast with its natural milk taste from its cream 
and crispy kadayıf. In addition to leaving a mark on your special days, this taste will also 

make your day special. You will enjoy the taste of real Turkish delights with the 
quality of Özdilek Lokum.

ÖZDİLEK LOKUM SULTAN SERIES

SULTAN TURKISH DELIGHT WITH HAZELNUT CREAM COVERED WITH 

SULTAN KADAYIF TURKISH DELIGHT WITH CREAM



WE ARE AT YOUR SERVICE IN ÖZDİLEK BURSA AND ÖZDİLEKPARK İSTANBUL FLOOR -2.

The unique taste of unforgettable moments, Özdilek Lokum dazzles with its new golden series 
that will be an essential part of your special days and precious moments. The golden series Turkish 

delight is prepared with pistachios, honey and leaf gold and offers pistachio and kadayif alternatives on 
its cover. The golden series promises more than just a Turkish delight for all delight lovers 

who want to make their beloved ones feel special and have this unique experience…

GOLDEN SERIES…


